Transformation of vehicles into LCV, Van
and the Homologation
Lately the demand for the transformation of normal passenger
cars into light commercial vehicles has increased.
Many of those vehicles are professionally used for the transport
of trailers and goods but also for leisure.
Advantage of those transformed cars is that they can be
registered as an LCV, what means no registration-tax to be
paid and in most cases a much lower road-tax. LCV’s are
also more easily 100% deductible, so that 100% of their
cost can be introduced as company expenditures.

Transformation into LCV
ACT developed in the last 25 years a van kit for almost every transformable
vehicle. ACT has continuously about 400 transformation-kits in stock for
more than 200 different vehicle types. These kits will be assembled into
the car in our workshop in Kortenberg, in many cases within 2 hours, so
that is often possible to wait for the transformation to be done (to be
agreed with our planning).
We also have a weekly take and delivery service whereby our truck will take
care of the transport of your vehicle.
Specification:
- the transformation-kit exists mostly out of a steel frame, covered with a
wooden or steel floor-panel
- special bolts with break-off heads are used to block the fixation-holes of
the security belts and to fix the frame and the floor
- a carpet will cover the complete loading surface of the LCV

Homologation
Existing PVG/PVA
A very limited number of older cars can, after transformation, still be registered as LCV by the
use of existing national PVG/PVA numbers. In this case we can transform the car at our plant or
we can send you the kit for assembly at your place, the importer has to deliver you the new
PVA/PVG.
Individual homologation
All new and most used vehicles have to be homologated via an individual homologation process.
This process has during the years been optimized by ACT and can be effectuated within 10 days.
The transformation has to be effectuated at ACT as we have to certify the correct assembly
(Conformity Of Production)
We have to take the original COC (Certificate of Origin) and we will give you the replacing IGC
(Individueel Goedkeurings Certificaat). Approximately 2 working days after transformation we
can already send you the certificate by mail so that the car can already be registered.
About 1 week later you will receive the original document by registered post, so that the already
registered vehicle can go to Technical Control.
European Type Approval (COC)
- ACT can, in cooperation with the constructor of the car, also obtain a European type approval for
the transformation into LCV.
In this case, ACT can emit itself a second phase COC, so that the vehicle can be registered
directly after transformation.

